As a resident of Molokai I would ask our elected officials to look at ways to subsidize Young Brothers, or any other company, to continue providing food and necessities with two barges a week to our island residents. There is a Pandemic that is affecting everyone with shortages of many needed items and now you want to punish Maui’s stepchild-Molokai-??If we are “All in this Together” as I hear our elected officials state on TV then it is time to "Put Up or Shut Up"!! The Pandemic has caused our Federal Government to send Millions of dollars to states to help battle this virus. I find it ludicrous to think that if our airport is receiving 1.6 million dollars to fight this virus that we can not find the money to help keep our food supply from becoming a soup line! How many people are affected by our airport vs our barge delivery? Please think this through as there are many unintended consequences to follow without both of our barges. This truly is Not the time to make such a drastic change to our communities lifeline. Mahalo for you time-Dennis Hogan (Hogi)
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